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CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL
For parliamentary proceedings the primary sources are Jour-
nals of the House of Lords, vols. ii-x, and Journals of the House of
Commons, vols. i-viii. The former, in addition to recording the
formal business before the house, supply copies of bills, letters,
and other documents that are often of great value, especially
for the civil war. 'The Manuscripts of the House of Lords' were
calendared by the Historical Manuscripts Commission in its
Third to Seventh Reports. They include papers addressed to
the speaker of the lords or obtained for parliamentary inquiry,
as well as minute books, drafts of bills, and other material
supplementing the Journals. The Journals of the House of Com-
mons have brief notes on the debates for the parliaments of the
reign of James I and for the early part of the reign of Charles I.
The Statutes of the Realm, voL iv, part 2, and vol. v, print the laws
that received the royal assent, 1603-41. During 1642-60 par-
liament issued ordinances on its own authority. Most of these
are reprinted in C. H. Firth and R. S. Rait, Acts and Ordinances
of the Interregnum, 1642-1660. There are two collections of de-
bates: Parliamentary or Constitutional History of England, 24 vols.,
1751-62 (commonly known as the Old Parliamentary History),
in which are many useful extracts from pamphlets published
during 1642-60; and The Parliamentary History of England, ed.
William Cobbett, 36 vols., 1806-20 (vols. i~iii cover the early
Stuarts). Professors Wallace Notestein and Frances Relf, to-
gether with other American scholars, have been studying the
parliamentary debates of this period, and, in addition to editing
a number of diaries, have discussed the whole question of the
sources for the commons* debates, in an excellent introduction
to The Commons* Debates for 162$, 1921* Fine examples of well
edited books are David Harris Willson, The Parliamentary Diary
of Robert Sawyer, i6o6-x6oy, 1931; and Wallace Notestein, The
Journal of Sir Simonds D*Ewes, 1923, of which the only volume
published covers November 1640 to March 1641*
For legal history Sir William Holdsworth, Sources and Litera-
ture of English Law, 1925, and P. H, Winfield, The Chief Sources of
English Legal History, 1925, supply excellent guides. Sir William
Holdsworth, A History of English Law, 10 vols. (including Index),
1931-2, is the standard authority. It is broad and comprehen-

